ADJUDICATION MEMO 34

TO: Adjudications Staff

FROM: Dave Tuthill

DATE: October 22, 2002

RE: Diversion Volumes in Director's Reports

1. Ground water rights

All rights recommended with a source of ground water are to include annual diversion volume, except for ground water rights or portions of ground water rights used solely for:

   a. small D&S purposes as defined by Idaho Code §§ 42-111 or 42-1401A (5) and (12), in which a diversion volume has not been previously determined.

   b. municipal purposes,

   c. fire protection purposes.

2. Other rights

All other rights to be recommended based on a license or decree that stated an annual diversion volume limitation are to include annual diversion volume.

3. Storage

Amounts for storage rights should be determined as described in the administrator's memorandum, application processing #14.